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INTRODUCTION

Consider a rough intellectual map of humanities com-

puting (Fig. 1). At the center of this map is a large

‘‘methodological commons’’ of computational techniques

shared among the disciplines of the humanities and

closely related social sciences, e.g., database design, text

analysis, numerical analysis, imaging, music information

retrieval, communications. Picture the disciplines ranged

above the commons in groups, such as literary and

linguistic studies, historical studies, material culture, musi-

cology, performance studies, and so on. Connecting each

disciplinary group to the relevant techniques are double-

headed arrows indicating that these techniques are

variously exported from individual fields of study into

the commons and from the commons into others. The

agency that sees to this import/export trade is humanities

computing in its dual role as collegial service to the dis-

ciplines and as research enterprise directed to investigate

their evolving methodologies, devise new computational

approaches, study the effects, and tease out the implica-

tions. Below the commons are broad areas of learning

that such interdisciplinary work calls on: philosophy (es-

pecially epistemology, ontology, and the philosophy of

mind), historiography and ethnography, science studies,

sociology of knowledge, media studies, literary criticism,

linguistics, and aspects of computer science, including

markup technologies, digital library research, and the

language industries.

Such is one version of the picture that has emerged

from half a century of work in the field. During this half-

century, if the publication record is any guide, scholarship

in the field has grown exponentially.[1] A recent survey of

institutional models shows that the activity has spread

around the world, diversified, and at key places moved

into the academic core.[2] As in other domains to which

computing has been applied, numerous claims have been

made for its transformative effects. The following gives

strong reasons to think the effects are indeed profound.

As Cherry said in reference to the telephone, however,

‘‘Inventions themselves are not revolutions; neither are

they the cause of revolutions. Their powers for change lie

in the hands of those who have the imagination and

insight to see that the new invention has offered them new

liberties of action, that old constraints have been removed,

that their political will, or their sheer greed, are no longer

frustrated, and that they can act in new ways.’’[3] The

primary question here is how our insight is sharpened

and imaginations empowered to gain genuinely ‘‘new li-

berties of action’’ from computing, and how these li-

berties may be used in refurbishing the humanities for

an electronic age.

NOTES TOWARD A HISTORY

This question is grounded in a rich and complex half-

century of practice in the humanities. Although its history

has yet to be written,a the moral seems clear enough: that

computing belongs within the humanities because it ac-

cords with their central project: in the playful words of

the classicist Don Fowler, not to solve problems but to

make them worse[7]—or less playfully, to help scholars

ask better questions.

The Historiographical Problem

Mahoney argues that the primary difficulty in writing a

history of computing is not the fragmentary record, rather

its undefined scope: ‘‘We don’t yet know what the history

of computing is really about . . . . We still cast about for

historical precedents and comparisons, unsure of where

computing fits into the society that created it and has been

shaped by it.’’[8] A history of humanities computing faces

these difficulties too and also must seek its precedents

and comparisons. But a humanities computing, with its

different context, necessarily has different precedents, and

the differences are telling. Indeed, the identification of

precedents is neither random nor neutral, not intellec-

tually, politically, or professionally.

‘‘History,’’ Mahoney points out, ‘‘is built into current

practice.’’ We write the history of a practice thus to make

clear ‘‘what we are doing or at least . . . what we think we

are doing.’’[8] Whether precedents are discovered or

aVarious retrospectives may be found especially in the pages of CHum,

for example, Ref. [4]. A desultory but helpful source is Ref. [5]. The

most comprehensive recent attempt is Ref. [6].
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chosen, the result is to historicize inchoate ideas from

the practice, which creates a tradition for them and so

justifies, if not also illuminates, the work. The goal is

what Williams has called a ‘‘reflective equilibrium,’’

in which practice defines history, and history clarifies

practice.[9]

Making a serious attempt to write such a history for

humanities computing constitutes a major research oppor-

tunity and is obviously a priority for the field. At this

stage, much is to be discovered—indeed, the research

begins by setting out to discover what is relevant, in as

wide a scope as the humanities provide. Critical questions

then follow.

The long tradition of actual and imaginary automata,

for example, should be richly rewarding: it demonstrates

a recurrent effort over the last three millennia to imagine

man and nature mechanically—from the autonomous

agents in Iliad 18, through ‘‘mechanical philosophy’’ in

the age of Newton, to the German expressionist film

Metropolis and the American Data in Star Trek.[10–12]

How do such imaginings illuminate the methodology of

humanities computing?

Another rewarding set of historical phenomena com-

prises commonplace physical devices for manipulating

knowledge, e.g., the codex book, a ‘‘machine to think

with;’’[13] the card-index file, and other forms of alpha-

betization;[14] and the concordance, whose invention by

Dominican monks in the late twelfth or early thirtheenth

century gave us one of the most powerful tools we have

for analysis of language.[15] If these are relevant, as

seems undeniable—but in need of further explication—

then how do we understand the role of calculating

Fig. 1 A rough intellectual map for humanities computing. (Courtesy W. McCarty and H. Short.)
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machines, which are also symbol-manipulation devices?

Perhaps given the application of statistical methods to

literary stylistics, for example, we should consider as

precedents the ancient counting board or abacus[16] and

the well-documented calculating machines of e.g.,

Schickard (1623), Pascal (1654), Leibnitz (1672), and

Babbage (1823), who in Passages From the Life of a

Philosopher (1864) insists also on the relevance of the

Jacquard loom.[17,18]

Abstract formalizations of thought converging on the

mechanical likewise come within range, perhaps most

obviously the research of Alan Turing (1912–1954),

who is recognized by philosophers as one of their

own for his work in the modeling of intelligence.[19,20]

Norbert Wiener’s work in cybernetics, especially be-

cause of his interest in the common ground of mecha-

nical and biological systems, is another candidate.[17]

But again, and with many others not named here, the

historiographical question: If these have the look of

precedents, what in humanities computing do they pre-

cede? Much of the following may be read as a lengthy

reply to this question.

Early Days

(As Mahoney notes, ‘‘firsts’’ seem to be ‘‘of consuming

interest to computer people’’ and ‘‘can be a tricky

question because it can come down to a matter of meaning

rather than of order in time.’’[8] Hence the more or less

conventional account given here should be approached

with caution.)

Humanities computing is said to begin in Italy in the

late 1940s with the Jesuit scholar Roberto Busa’s work

toward an exhaustive concordance of the writings of St.

Thomas Aquinas, the Index Thomisticus.b Indeed, Busa’s

project and the insights that followed are widely regarded

as foundational, especially to philological, linguistic, and

literary computing. Subsequent applications to philolo-

gical analysis and others to stylistics began to emerge in

the late 1950s. Serious efforts by museologists appeared

in the early 1960s; by the end of the decade the Museum

Computer Network was in operation.[22] In 1966, a year

after the last handmade concordance was published (by

Ione Dobson, to Byron), the American scholar Joseph

Raben founded the first professional journal in the field,

Computers and the Humanities (CHum), whose initial

volumes discovered a diverse and enthusiastic flowering

of activity already in progress throughout North America

and Europe, e.g., in anthropology, archaeology, art his-

tory, classics, musicology, history, linguistics, and literary

studies. Dedicated research centers began to appear at

about this time, e.g., CETEDOC, the Centre de traitement

électronique des documents, in Louvain, Belgium. The

first international professional body, the Association for

Literary and Linguistic Computing (ALLC), was founded

in 1972, followed by the Association for Computers and

the Humanities (ACH) in 1978, and the Association for

History and Computing in 1987. The ALLC Bulletin

began in 1973, becoming Literary and Linguistic Com-

puting (LLC) in 1986.

With the emergence of journals, conferences and as-

sociations a sense of community seems, in retrospect,

suddenly to have emerged. But what is particularly

remarkable from the publication record, especially CHum,

is the intensely introspective questioning of the early

years, not only about ‘‘The Next Step,’’ as an article in

the first issue of CHum was entitled,[23] but about the

significance of what was already underway. Wild ge-

neralizations and unsupportable claims are of course to

be found (although these pale in comparison to those

that punctuate the history of artificial intelligence re-

search). Characteristic, rather, is this critical questioning,

which marks the activity as of the humanities from its

very beginning.

Crisis and Change

The early years are also characterized by the closely

related attempt to catalog activities, for example, in

CHum, in an ongoing ‘‘Directory of Scholars Active’’ (a

list of projects by researcher), surveys, bibliographies,

and reports from various centers (e.g., Cambridge, Oslo,

Göteborg, Boulder). Entire issues dedicated to work in

particular countries (e.g., Italy, Norway) continued into

the 1990s, as did a series of bibliographies in LLC, from

1986 to 1994. But it would appear that, by then, finding

and gathering relevant publications exhaustively had

become impractical: too many of them, in too many

disciplines, appearing in minor, as well as major places

in many languages. The assimilation of computing into

the older disciplines meant that, increasingly, much of

the relevant work, when mentioned at all, had become

subsumed in articles and books whose titles might give

no clue.

Another kind of difficulty for the bibliographic project

was present from the outset: investment of primary work

in constructing nonverbal artifacts in an evolving tech-

nology—a problem to which we will return. Although the

Web has, in recent years, begun to address the problem

of making computational artifacts accessible, the rapid

pace of change in the media of computer-based work is

deeply problematic for the bibliographic imperative in

humanities research.b1974 on paper, 1994 on CD-ROM. See Ref. [21].
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Raben, founding editor of CHum, came close to iden-

tifying the resulting crisis in his highly critical review of

the inaugural Humanities Computing Yearbook 1988,[24]

which he found wanting in all aspects affected by the

factors just named, including significantly its organiza-

tional structure (some of these problems were partially

addressed in the second and final volume of Ref. [25]).[26]

The solidly reliable Bibliografia di informatica umanis-

tica of 1994, with 5532 entries, avoided many of the

problems Raben indicated by restricting itself to paper

publications, listed by author with subordinate indexes.[1]

Sabourin’s massive series of bibliographies on comput-

ing, in 25 volumes, published in the same year, also listed

only printed works. Its size and lack of any guide for the

humanist scholar also points to the problem that had

surfaced by the early 1990s.[27]

This problem is significant because it indicates the

failure of the traditional model for scholarship adequately

to describe serious intellectual work in humanities

computing, whose scope cannot be delimited in the same

way and to the same extent as the traditional kind, nor can

its genre be confined to stable discursive prose. Like the

textual editions described by McGann and the technolo-

gical artifacts discussed by Mahoney, the crafted objects

of humanities computing are themselves primary

‘‘metatheoretical statements’’[28] produced by those who

‘‘think in things rather than words.’’[8] A new definition

of scholarship, demanding new abilities, would seem

to follow.

The Internet

The invention of the World Wide Web in 1989, a year

after the first Humanities Computing Yearbook and the

year of the first joint conference of the ALLC and ACH

in Toronto, Canada, has, of course, changed nearly every-

thing. The basis for fundamental change in scholarly

communications had already been laid in 1969 with the

inauguration of ARPANet. In 1987, as a spinoff of an

effort to agitate for professional recognition of humani-

ties computing, the electronic discussion group Humanist

was created in Toronto, quickly grew and shifted its

focus from politics to a mixture of critical inquiry and

exchange of information in humanities computing.[29]

Now in its 15th year, its archives chart, in myriad detail,

the history of the field. What has followed in online

scholarly publication is beyond the scope of this ar-

ticle,[30] but another early example tells much of the tale:

the Bryn Mawr Classical Review, which like Humanist

uses the commonest of online technologies, e-mail, ra-

dically to improve scholarly communication.

In his plenary address to the Hypertext’97 conference,

the computer scientist John B. Smith exhorted his

audience to pay attention to the World Wide Web despite

its technical shortcomings: the Web, the Internet, and

associated tools, he noted, ‘‘are not just new elements in

the computing infrastructure. They are the infrastruc-

ture.’’[31] While that would clearly be an exaggeration in

the humanities, we can imagine a time when it would

not be, especially in the context of what is called ‘‘the

worldwide digital library,’’ about which more is be-

low. But even now the question to be asked about scho-

larly publication online is not whether it is appropriate

but when.

The difficulties facing any comprehensive bibliogra-

phic project—and so the basis for an adequate historical

grounding in the subject—remain formidable. The best

the on-line medium has to offer is a combination of

searching, sampling, and conversing. Searching holds

some promise, for example through the development of

metadata standards and automatic tracking of users’

information-seeking behavior, as in Google and amazon.

com. Sampling would appear to be an inevitable con-

sequence of the explosively growing amounts of in-

formally published but nonetheless serious material.

Conversing in groups such as Humanist, as well as one-

to-one, provides an obvious means for establishing a

loose, dynamic sense of the field and the relative im-

portance of contributions to it. Indeed, all of these

mechanisms converge on the fuzzy notion of an online

community, which they help to define. Winograd and

Flores have trenchantly argued that, ‘‘The computer is

ultimately a structured dynamic communication med-

ium. . .’’[32] Certainly its application to the humanities

mediates thought and action no less profoundly than the

printed book. But it does so very differently, with con-

sequences for scholarship we can at best help to shape,

though not foresee.

Meanwhile, a very old difficulty remains largely un-

touched: communicating, as well as cataloging work in

the field across the various languages and cultures in

which it is taking place. This difficulty gives new force to

Choueka’s old question: ‘‘The tools are here. Where are

the results?’’c

Hypermedia and the Digital Library

There are other obvious currents in the history of hu-

manities computing to be taken into account, e.g., Bush’s

speculations in 1945 on a mechanical workstation-like

device for aiding associational habits of mind;[33] the

closely related idea of ‘‘hypertext,’’ a word coined by

Nelson in 1965;[34] and Engelbart’s preoccupation with

cThis question was a session title at the ALLC conference organized by

Choueka in Jerusalem, Israel, 1988.
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the embodiment of computing,[35] from which came the

mouse. Bush’s imaginary device brought with it two

highly significant implications: that, in the words of his

title, the device would perform ‘‘as we may think,’’ i.e.,

by modeling human thought; and, he wrote later, it would

do so like ‘‘a stone adze in the hands of a cabinet-

maker,’’[36] i.e., crudely. I will return to these implica-

tions later.

Hypermedia research, principally through the power-

fully simple (though technically simplistic) mechanism of

hypertext markup language (HTML) and the Web, have

provided a basis for our current thoughts about how to

refurbish scholarship for a world-wide digital lib-

rary.[37,38] In part, as a ‘‘shock of the new,’’ hypertext

and its online instantiation have, McGann notes,[28]

brought sharply into focus the mechanisms developed

for the codex book and caused us to examine closely the

cultural history that the ‘‘electronic book’’ inherits.[39]

Similarly, the Web has moved us to imagine the kind of

‘‘library’’ into which such a ‘‘book’’ would fit.

In Teaching

Computer-assisted teaching receives little direct attention

here because little of it is specific to the humanities.[40]

The shift from proprietary teaching software to Web

delivery of common, multipurpose ‘‘resources’’ is, how-

ever, to the purpose. ‘‘Resource-based teaching,’’ as it is

called, signifies convergence of pedagogy and research

in the ancient model of the research library, where

singular and relatively unchanging resources are sepa-

rated from their manifold and highly changeable uses.

Empowering this convergence is the capability of

‘‘smart’’ resources (a.k.a. ‘‘adaptive hypermedia’’) to

be differently selected and contextualized for various tar-

get audiences without compromising scholarly or pedago-

gical integrity.

Institutional and Professional History

The common goal of humanities computing, even across

the very different academic cultures within which it has

developed, is clear: to move from the periphery to the

core of what institutions variously identify as their

mandate. Progress toward this goal has, in part, resulted

from the continuing argument for the institutional recog-

nition of humanities computing as a distinct field of

scholarship. Logically this argument begins with the

observation that, as Pelikan has said, older configurations

of ‘‘support services’’ are no longer valid, if they ever

were; in research, ‘‘the formulation and the refinement of

the questions themselves’’ now often require collegial

involvement of technical staff.[41] The next step is to

identify the scholarly character of such involvement by

articulating both a research agenda and a curriculum for a

computing that is of (intrinsic to), as well as in (used by)

the humanities. Asking if it is a ‘‘discipline’’ is intel-

lectually barren, though a politically potent move,

because to do so raises the question of what a discipline

is such that accepted departments of learning qualify, and

to that is no easy answer. The bibliographic crisis dis-

cussed above demonstrates that articulating the field

piecemeal, in terms of each established discipline indi-

vidually, leads to myopia and confusion. Rather, cohesi-

bility must be sought by asking first of all what the

humanities as a whole look like from the perspective of

an intellectual computing practice that respects their

concerns and understands their data.

As noted earlier, attempts to work toward a theoretical

foundation for humanities computing surfaced at the

outset of scholarly publication in the field and have been

in progress ever since—with no consensus in sight.d

Speculations on a research agenda reveal no overarching

theory, nor do serious curricular experiments, begun in

the 1960s. But as Culler has argued for English studies,[46]

the considerable variety in how humanities computing

is evidently conceived is a sign of health rather than

decay. Consensus, he notes, is often falsely supposed to

characterize the foundational period of a discipline, hence

the ‘‘myth of foundationalism’’ he is at pains to de-

construct. On the contrary: vigorous disagreement in as

wide a conversation as can be engaged is the goal. Only

silence is to be feared.

Complicating (and enriching) the picture even further

are the transinstitutional, national, and international en-

tities whose contributions to the field are substantial.

Some of these conduct research, employ individuals for

lengthy periods, and exert strong influence across many

disciplines and academies. Some are nonacademic by

conventional measure, though they involve and serve

academic research, for example, major lexicographical

projects such as the Oxford English Dictionary and the

Collins Bank of English. Chief among the transinstitu-

tional projects is the international, multidisciplinary Text

Encoding Initiative (TEI), founded in 1987—undoubtedly

the single most important collaborative project in hu-

manities computing to date. (More about it below.) Other

large, ‘‘big humanities’’ projects have demonstrably ac-

complished what the lone scholar could never have done,

e.g., among many, the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae

(1972–), the British National Corpus (1991–), the Pro-

sopography of the Byzantine Empire (1988–), and the

Perseus Digital Library (1987–). National academies and

dCompare, for example: 1) Ref. [42]; 2) Ref. [43]; 3) Ref. [44]; and

Ref. [45].
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other official bodies are also involved: e.g., in the United

States, the American Council of Learned Societies took an

early and active interest in humanities computing;[47] in

the United Kingdom, the Arts and Humanities Data

Service, founded in 1995, works ‘‘to collect, preserve and

promote the electronic resources which result from

research and teaching in the arts and humanities.’’ The

Digital Resources in the Humanities conference was

begun in the United Kingdom in 1996, precisely in res-

ponse to the boundary crossings of humanities computing.

Achieving institutional recognition is signified by the

creation of academic positions, departments, programs,

and institutes from the mid-1990s on and by the several

awards recently established for achievement in the field:

inter alia the Roberto Busa Award, in 1998; the Lincoln

Prize, in a special category for electronic scholarship, in

2001; the Lyman Award, in 2002; the Scholarly Com-

munication Institute fellowships, to begin in 2003.

All this, however, is good only insofar as it furthers the

work. What is that work?

RESEARCH AGENDA

In Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Bateson asserts that ‘‘in

scientific research you start from two beginnings, each of

which has its own kind of authority: the observations

cannot be denied, and the fundamentals must be fitted.

You must achieve a sort of pincers maneuver.’’[48] Here

we turn from observations of activity to fundamental

questions about the scholarly nature of humanities com-

puting and attempts to answer them. Among these at-

tempts, offered here as a starting point for further dis-

cussion, is the following provisional research agenda in

three intertwined branches, the ‘‘algorithmic,’’ ‘‘meta-

linguistic,’’ and ‘‘representational.’’ These are not in-

tended as exclusive categories into which actual research

projects in applied computing must fit. Rather they speak

to aspects of such projects that themselves are areas of

research in humanities computing.

Algorithmic

The algorithmic branch emphasizes the development of

software for the analysis of source materials, e.g., to lo-

cate permutations of given phrase in a textual corpus, find

musical compositions matching a thematic pattern or dis-

cover recurrent shapes among visual images. In each of

these cases, we must specify exactly, algorithmically,

when two or more objects (textual, musical, or visual) are

to be considered variations on each other or distinct

entities. To the extent these algorithms are successful,

they importantly identify mechanical elements in the

analysis of data, as well as allow large quantities of data

to be processed and the specified patterns in them found.

For humanities computing, however, the interest lies in

the questions raised by such algorithmic thinking, es-

pecially by the inevitable mismatch between any algo-

rithm and data of the sort normal to the humanities. This

mismatch forces ontological questions that lead back to

one or more fundamental problems in the discipline of

origin and may at the same time illuminate basic

methodological issues relevant beyond it.

Thus, for example, to find compositions with ‘‘the

same’’ thematic pattern across all kinds and periods of

music would require the musicologist to say what the

pattern is, hence to define the atomic units or primitives

out of which it is constructed.[49] He or she would need a

computationally tractable way of describing this pattern

and its similarity to others. The result would be not a

description of the sort that musicologists have formerly

produced, rather what we might call a ‘‘grammar’’ or

phenomenology. On the basis of this grammar a search

engine could find instantiations of specified patterns—

and, almost inevitably, both produce and miss instances a

(human) musicologist would count—because, as Sapir

noted for linguistic examples, ‘‘All grammars leak,’’[50]

and especially computational ones. These leaks would

point the way to further research: to the idea of musi-

cal patterns and primitives, to surprising occurrences of

them where not expected, perhaps to new ideas in the

evolution of music from one’s observations of where

the patterns work and break. For humanities computing

this research could well lead to insights about pattern

recognition exportable to other domains of scholarship,

e.g., textual studies.

Another opportunity for algorithmic research emerges

from asking what can be done to put the tools to create

intelligent tools directly into the individual scholar’s

hands and so interiorize the crucial intersection of com-

puting with the humanities. (Interiorizing it is very im-

portant for much the same reason that a sculptor holds

his or her own chisel: the thinking is most immediately

in the act of making, and any other arrangement inevi-

tably slows down if not disables the work.) Training

scholars in programming is only part of the answer: the

mental discipline is essential, but most scholarly applica-

tions are too technically demanding for nonspecialists,

and the curriculum is already too crowded. Hence, the

research opportunity for humanities computing is to de-

sign and build high-level operations or ‘‘scholarly pri-

mitives’’ out of which scholars themselves might

construct the software their applications require.e The

idea is hardly new; broadly speaking, it describes the

evolution of the human-computer interface and program-

eCompare 1) Ref. [51] and 2) Ref. [52].
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ming languages.[53] Significant work in this area has in

fact been available to textual scholars for decades, e.g.,

TUSTEP, the Tübingen System of Text-Processing

Programs,[54] and the UNIX ‘‘toolbox.’’ Component de-

sign has become increasingly common, but its central

challenge has yet to be answered: creation of a protocol

for an open-ended, fully interoperable set of primitives

whose development would, as Sperberg-McQueen has

remarked, resemble the growth of a coral reef rather than

an architectural plan.[55]

Computer science is obviously involved in algorith-

mic research, but much misunderstanding can easily

arise by confusing its focus on the algorithms themselves

with the focus in humanities computing on the impli-

cations and consequences of applying them. An algo-

rithm trivial for the former can be central to research for

the latter and vice versa. The drive in some fields of

computer science to minimize human involvement is

likewise contrary to the goal of humanities computing to

shape and improve this involvement, specifically so that

scholars may intervene more effectively in the process

of interpreting the most complex, imaginative, and funda-

mentally ambiguous human artifacts we have.

Metalinguistic

The metalinguistic branch of humanities computing is

historically itself a response to the inability of computing

systems to deal with such artifacts satisfactorily. Its

approach is to devise computationally rigorous metalan-

guages by which computationally elusive entities may be

tagged and so reliably processed. (In textual data, ex-

amples of such entities range from semiotically con-

sequential details of formatting, such as chapter divisions

and italics, to rhetorical and poetic devices, such as

references to persons and figures of speech.) To date, the

metalinguistic branch has been the most widely success-

ful, principally thanks to the TEI,f which has established

the intellectual and strategic importance of markup and

significantly influenced development of the extensible

markup language (XML). From a research perspective,

however, the hierarchical design inherited by the TEI

from standard generalized markup language (SGML) has

proved problematic—and thus fruitful for research. Its

assumption that text may be described as a nested series

of hierarchical objects runs directly into conflict with the

radically non-, pluri- or even antihierarchical texts of the

humanities, insistently raising the question of how these

are better to be treated.[57]

The implications of ‘‘deep encoding’’—its intensive

use for minute analysis and interpretation of literary

text—also loom on the problem-horizon. These implica-

tions tend not to receive the attention they deserve be-

cause examples are few: deep encoding is very labo-

rious, and it is precisely the kind of task in which the

full range of scholarly abilities are required.g It thus

demonstrates that encoding can itself be a form of rather

than preparation for scholarship.[59] This new form is

shaped by the two imperatives of computational

tractability, namely total explicitness and absolute

consistency. As in the algorithmic branch of the agenda,

these brutal imperatives guarantee failure to a significant

degree, simply because imaginative artifacts do not

work like that and so do not survive the translation well.

Again, the point is, however, that if such impossible

work is intelligently and persistently attempted, the

ways in which the effort fails constitute the most

interesting and consequential result possible. More about

this below.

Representational

The last of the three provisional branches of research is

the representational, which focuses on arranging, format-

ting, or otherwise transforming the appearance of data.

Synthesis of intellectually powerful forms of scholarly

expression is the primary goal, whether these have a

temporary, heuristic purpose or constitute new genres for

scholarship. On the agenda are such problems as: design

of tools for heuristic play; visualization, including the

representation of nonvisual data, and the development

of what Arnheim has called ‘‘visual thinking;’’[60] in-

terface design adequate to the potential of the medium,

e.g., in realizing its ‘‘full dynamic—and decentering—

capabilities;’’[61] and those aspects of hypermedia and

digital library research concerned with building new

scholarly forms and providing the interoperable envi-

ronment in which they may be indefinitely but intelli-

gently recontextualized.

With the momentary, heuristic kind, primary focus is

often, though by no means always, on the efficacy of

outcome rather than how it is produced—hence, we speak

of a ‘‘black box,’’ i.e., an unexamined or obscure process.

At minimum, what the scholarly user requires of a black

box, as of any mechanical system, is reliability and a rich

enough mixture of significance and utility in the results to

encourage further work. Research in humanities comput-

ing begins, however, when a striking result provides

reason to pry into the black box.

fFor current research see the Extreme Markup Languages conference

series, http://www.extrememarkup.com/extreme/ (accessed April 2002);

the journal in Ref. [56]. gFor an example of a ‘‘deep encoding’’ project, see Ref. [58].
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Two examples. First, in McGann’s deformational

filtering of images, the algorithmic secrets of the program

Photoshop seem beside the point. The filtering sequences

he finds serendipitously illuminating raise, however, an

important research question for humanities computing:

whether a systematic correlation may be discovered be-

tween patterns in a visual work of art and particular

computational transformations of its image.h Second,

Burrows’s applications of statistical software to literary

stylistics produce striking representations of the complex

relationships between authorial voices.[62,63] The insights

these representations offer do not require a statistician’s

detailed understanding of the process, but the question of

why a given test works well—indeed, what the particular

successes of statistical procedures tell us about lan-

guage—hangs in the air.

Scholarly forms, such as the lexicon, commentary, or

edition, represent objects of study and what we know

about them.i Like other representational devices, these

forms mediate knowledge and shape thought in ways

particular to the historically contingent purposes of their

makers—hence, for example, the postmodern intellectual

claustrophobia that has been expressed about the tra-

ditional commentary. The promise and challenge of the

electronic medium is not just in the research imperative

to rethink the inherited forms but in the deeper one to

rethink what a form is. In the environment of the

worldwide digital library, the objects we now call e.g.,

‘‘commentary’’ and ‘‘edition’’ may be what the user dy-

namically constructs from component parts, such as

essays, source texts, explanatory notes, lexicons, second-

ary literature, and so forth. The challenge is both tech-

nical and scholarly: on the one hand, making inde-

pendently designed components work together (the

problem of interoperability); on the other, crafting

them so that they will make a coherent whole (the

problem of recontextualization).

EPISTEMOLOGICAL IMAGINATIONS

The question of reinventing our scholarly forms takes

us beyond any list of projects to what we might con-

sider the fundamental ‘‘project’’ of humanities comput-

ing in the philosopher’s sense. This is, in simple but

far-reaching terms, epistemological: to ask, in the

context of computing, what can (and must) be known

of our artifacts, how we know what we know about

them, and how new knowledge is made. Especially at

this historical juncture, it is useful to frame these

questions temporally, in terms of coming to know the

past, present, and future. To do so is to recast the prag-

matic question of a research agenda into more fun-

damental terms.

Past: Imagining What We Once Knew

The temporal framework is suggested by the current

focus on refurbishing inherited artifacts for the elec-

tronic medium. This, we might say, is digitization in the

broadest sense of remaking an object in a digital form

appropriate to its purposes and the opportunities offered

by the new medium. Here is a crucial point: to do this in

an intellectually responsible way, the original artifact

must first be understood as an historical object of its

time and place, replete with all ‘‘the potentiality inherent

in actuality’’[65] and all of the knowledge that at the time

went without saying. As we know from the digitization

of the Oxford English Dictionary, tacit knowledge

available only in actual use of the original artifact may

be required for successful implementation.[66] More fun-

damentally, reading the physical evidence provided

by the inherited artifact is difficult because it means

stepping outside of our historically conditioned selves.

Thus, for example, in considering references in a printed

commentary, it is profoundly anachronistic to suppose

that hypertext would do a better job tout court than, say,

‘‘cf. Goldman 1999: 2–4,’’ by delivering the full text of

the article. Hypertext is without question the central

technology for many if not all refurbished scholarly

forms, but if we are to learn from inherited exemplars,

an historical imagination is required, and that means

seeing the past in its own terms, not as a thwarted at-

tempt to realize ours.

Thus, humanities computing runs into the historiogra-

phical debate begun in the mid-nineteenth century with

von Ranke’s declaration that history ‘‘wants to show what

actually happened.’’j The vitality of this debate is perhaps

due to the energizing paradox of an impossible but

necessary goal. History, Collingwood said less pa-

radoxically, is a reasoned knowledge of the transient

and concrete.[67] To gain such knowledge requires the

creative faculty that makes present to the mind that

which is not present to the senses. We must, that is, be

able to imagine what we once knew in order to progress

with as little loss of knowledge from our inherited arti-

facts as possible.

jSee Ref. [64], p. 386.

hSee Ref. [61], pp. 84–86.
iFor concentrated attention on scholarly forms in the electronic age, see

Ref. [64].
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Present: Imagining What We Know

As the ethnographer Greg Dening brilliantly shows, a

present-tense imagination is likewise key to reaching

across liminal boundaries in cultural, as well as physical

space and making them present to the mind so that we can

‘‘hear the silences.’’[68] In humanities computing, the

analogous problem is twofold: 1) intellectually, how the

non-computational things of the present may be known

computationally and 2) institutionally, how an effective

interrelation of humanities computing with the other, very

different academic cultures may be imagined.

On the latter question, humanities computing has, from

the beginning, operated de facto ethnographically in its

daily negotiations across disciplinary boundaries, though

without a conscious model. A persuasive one is suggested

by historian of science Peter Galison’s ‘‘trading zone,’’ an

anthropological/linguistic metaphor he uses to describe

collaborative arrangements in which specialists from

radically different fields develop a local means of trading

intellectual goods that normally have quite incompatible

meanings in their original contexts.[69] The socioacademic

function of humanities computing can be understood as an

elaboration of the Galisonian trading zone, which the field

establishes as a methodological commons and within it,

takes the role of merchant trader among the mutually

divergent academic cultures. As I noted earlier, digi-

tization makes this commons possible by rendering the

processes and artifacts of scholarship computationally

tractable, i.e., both explicit and consistent.

Normally, such a computational rendition will have

two closely interrelated functions: as a tool for or as an

object of research. As a tool, what matters is its trans-

parent usefulness for the subject of application. Thus, a

database of historical records is valued for the compre-

hensiveness and reliability of the evidence it yields.

When, however, application breaks down through sig-

nificant discrepancy between expectations and results, the

rendition itself becomes the object of attention—to use

the Heideggerian terms adopted by Winograd and Flores,

it emerges from the unnoticed background of ‘‘readi-

ness-to-hand’’ to become ‘‘present-at-hand.’’k Through

failure, we are able to see it as a tentative, heuristic pro-

cess or model of its original.[64] Its function then is to

bring these expectations into question, so that we may ask

how we know what we know.

Research in humanities computing begins then, in the

breakdown, when tools become models. It proceeds in an

iterative cycle of constructing, testing, analyzing, and

reconstructing these models in order to discover how

the thing imitated may better be known. By definition a

model cannot be true; it is, as Black says, a heuristic

fiction.[70] Hence, although better knowledge of the

modeled object and of the analytical method results,

modeling is essentially a quest for meaningful failure. The

best model of something, that is, comes as close as

possible to what we think we know about the thing in

question yet fails to duplicate perfectly that knowledge.

Failure of the model in an engineering sense is its success

as an epistemological instrument of research, because

skillfully engineered failure shows us where we are

ignorant. A computational model, as we saw, does this

in a rigorous and particular way by demanding absolute

consistency and complete explicitness. It also raises the

question in an environment of indefinite flexibility,

inviting indefinite heuristic play. We can expect, there-

fore, that as Bush saw, a model of this kind will be

exceedingly crude, as well as powerful—and that the

crudity is a matter of principle, not progress.

As just noted, the failures of a model are significant in

proportion to the success of its implementation. Contrari-

wise, its success as an interpretative instrument depends

on interesting failures: otherwise from a theoretical

perspective, the instrument is trivial. As a collegial ser-

vice, humanities computing may be valued for the suc-

cesses, irrespective of interesting failures, but these fail-

ures are the key to its scholarship.

Future: Imagining What We Do Not Know

Modeling has another role to play: as a means of dis-

covering or making altogether new knowledge. This face

of modeling, as it were, is turned toward the future, in

what McGann (quoting Samuels) has happily called

‘‘imagining what we don’t know.’’[71] It figures promi-

nently in Hacking’s epistemology of experimental

science,[72] from which humanities computing has much

to learn, as will be indicated below.

In representational research, for example, we noted

that the use of a black-box process can serendipitously

throw new light on old material. Play, apparently without

conscious direction, is a recognized factor in scientific

discovery.l Since the evolution of computing seems

increasingly to facilitate interactive play, a place is

needed for it in an epistemology of computing: an ap-

sparently blind (and therefore black box) ‘‘feeling to-

ward’’ new knowledge rather than a targeting of it, in

which what matters most is, as Hacking says, not

observation but being observant.

Putting aside the question of the ‘‘two cultures,’’ we

nevertheless observe a striking, non-trivial resemblance

between humanities computing and experimental sci-

kSee Ref. [32], pp. 27– 36. lSee Ref. [29], p. 212.
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ence: both are data-centerd, equipment-orientated activi-

ties that centrally involve modeling and tend to be

collaborative. This resemblance is significant not because

humanities computing requires the honorific title of a

‘‘science,’’ rather because, in establishing the field, we

need to ask where its kinships lie and what intellectual

assistance we may derive from them. Work in the his-

tory, philosophy, and sociology of science over the last

20 years or so has decoupled experiment from theory

and shown that the former is an epistemological practice

of its own, not needing the imprimatur of theory to

proceed. It has also demonstrated that, as Hacking says,

‘‘[t]here is no one scientific method; the sciences are as

disunified in their methods as in their topics.’’[73,74]

Building on this work, we can infer that humanities com-

puting likewise need not wait on the emergence of a

theoretical framework, that its semidirected, semico-

herent activities are no discredit, rather the norm for an

experimental field. Furthermore, we may find deep kin-

ship in the complex, constructivist idea that, to put the

matter crudely, scientific knowledge is both found and

made. Particularly useful to us is Hacking’s model of

experimental science, in which the investigator makes

hypothetical entities real by learning how to manipu-

late them. Hacking’s epistemology by intervention and

McGann’s by imagination would seem to be on a con-

verging course, especially if the simplistic notion of

scientific knowledge being ‘‘out there’’ and humanistic

knowledge ‘‘in here’’ is dismantled.

INTELLECTUAL KINSHIPS

The question of intellectual kinships only begins with the

humanistic study of the sciences, however. Others are

suggested by the rough intellectual map of the field

given in Fig. 1. Thus, in philosophy, for example,

ontology and the philosophy of mind come to bear on

such questions as the nature of text[75] and the relation of

form to content, respectively. In addition to historio-

graphy, history also contributes the development of

technology as a human story, connecting what we do with

technological visions and achievements over the millen-

nia. The social sciences contribute the methodology of

disciplined observation and the sociology of know-

ledge;[76] linguistics, models of language, especially from

research with corpora;[77–79] computer science[80] as noted

above, especially digital library research and work in the

language industries;[81] literature and the arts, studies of

the creative imagination in verbal[82] and visual forms.[60]

This inchoate list is only the beginning as the field

rapidly comes of age. The prospect is daunting. It is

realistic, however, to contemplate a working familiarity

with the familial disciplines insofar as humanities com-

puting connects to them through the common ground of

shared interests. This is a robust challenge to practitioners

and to curriculum design but not an impossible one.

CONCLUSION

What is humanities computing? This, for the humanities,

is a question not to be answered but continually to be

explored and refined. The above is meant to advance the

questioning through a rough, provisional map of the

field as it now seems to be emerging from discussions

and from related scholarly work. The map centers on a

large methodological commons of techniques derived

largely from and applicable across the other disciplines.

These techniques depend for their application chiefly on

the kind of data in question (e.g., discursive or tabular

text, numbers, images, and sound) rather than subject

matter. In the extended Galisonian model, the human-

ities computing specialist acts as merchant trader of

these intellectual goods, seizing opportunities for im-

porting and exporting them as the occasion warrants.

From his or her perspective, the various disciplines serve

as laboratories in which these goods are exercised,

probed, and improved upon. Research questions for

humanities computing arise from his or her involvement

and so a research agenda and all that goes with it. In

addition, however, the methodological commons is

deeply informed by impinging on areas of intellectual

concern in these disciplines. Hence, the specialist must

not only be able to get along in various disciplinary cul-

tures but also to partake at some level in their most

basic conversations.
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